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Was gibt es Neues?

(c) Claudia Mewald1
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GK 2 & GK 4
Kompetenzbreiche

Hören/Verstehen

Zusammenhängend sprechen

An Gesprächen teilnhemen

Lesen/Verstehen

Schreiben

Interkulturelle, soziale & 
personenbezogene
Kompetenzen
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What are we doing when we assess?

(c) Dr. Claudia Mewald3

What is feedback? 
What is assessment?
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understands words, phrases and sentences 
Listening 1 
(L1)

understanding of  isolated 
words, phrases and 
sentences; 
identifying, matching, 
sequencing, colouring, 
numbering, labelling

L1c

Let’s colour this picture. 

Colour the pencil case dark 
green.
Colour four cherries red.

Let’s write numbers.

The hedgehog is number eight.
The penguin is number five.

And now, more colours.

Colour three carrots yellow. 
The monkey has dark green eyes.
The elephant has orange ears.
Two apples are green and one 
apple is red.
The schoolbag is dark blue and 
the scissors are light blue.
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understands instructions 
addressed by the teacher or 
by peers to him/her and 
follow short, simple 
directions

Listening 
2 (L2)

understanding of  
contextualised 
words, phrases 
and sentences;
non-verbal 
response, 
identifying, 
matching, 
sequencing, 
colouring, 
numbering, 
labelling

L1
b
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understands questions and statements 
about subject matter, especially after 
repetition

Listening 4 
(L4)

see above (all)

L1d
L2a

Fly or spider: 2 groups playing against each other, 1 teacher

Materials:

Science books
2 Fly-swatters
images of flies and spiders
Blu Tack
board

The pupils are given 5 minutes to discuss the differences between flies and 
spiders (science books available)

Then they queue up in front of the board.
The teacher reads out hints. They hit the appropriate animal.
Points are given for correct hits.
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Insects - Insecta Spiders - Arachnida  
Insects - three pairs of legs or six legs Spiders - four pairs or eight legs
Insects - three main body parts Spiders - two main body parts 
Insects - head, thorax, abdomen Spiders - combined head and thorax 

(cephalothorax),  abdomen
Insects - use mandibles to consume food Spiders use chelicerae to consume 

food
Insects - antennae Spiders – pedipalpi
Insects - a complex set of eyes, one pair Spiders - a simple set of eyes, four 

pairs of eyes 
Most insects - fly Spiders  - webs 
Insects - antennae Spiders  - cuticles

SUMMARY:

1.Spiders and insects have differences in their major body parts.
2.Spiders and insects have a difference in their classes.
3.Spiders and insects have differences in their minor body parts.
4.Spiders and insects have a difference in their abilities.
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communicates in everyday 
situations; asks and answers 
simple questions 

Spoken 
Interaction 1 
(SI1)

functional discourse, 
informal conversation, 
very basic turntaking; 
non-verbal and verbal 
response supported by 
pictures and 
notes/prompts

L1e
SI1b
SI2b

introduces himself/herself and 
others; tells and communicates 
about himself/herself and 
his/her surroundings in words, 
phrases and sentences

Spoken 
Production 2 
(OP2)

rehearsed personal 
statement; supported by 
pictures, objects and 
notes/prompts

L1a
SI1a
SI2a

https://www.palm-edu.eu/content/my-english-
school/
https://www.palm-edu.eu/en/topics/health/

https://www.palm-edu.eu/content/my-english-school/
https://www.palm-edu.eu/en/topics/health/
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labels pictures with familiar words or 
chunks

Writing 1 
(W1)

copying, remembering-
reproducing

W1a
W1b

writes simple and familiar words or 
chunks 

Writing 2 
(W2)

writing from memory or 
with support;  paired 
activities (information 
gap)

W1c

writes very simple and short texts with 
the help of key words and phrases or 
using models

Writing 3 
(W3)

writing with support, 
using models

W1dW2a
W2b
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That’s 
me

favourite 
season

good at

favourite 
food

schoolhobbies

best 
friend

interested 
in
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That’s 
me

My 
favourite 
season is 

I’m good 
at

My 
favourite 

food is 

I go to 
school in

My 
hobbies 

are

My best 
friend is

I’m 
interested 

in
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That’s 
me

What's 
your 
....?

What 
are 

you....?

What's 
your 
....?

Where 
do 

you...?

What 
are your 

....?

Who's 
your 
....?

What 
are 

you....?
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That’s 
Sue

Her 
favourite 
season is 

She’s 
good at

Her 
favourite 

food is 

She goes 
to school 

in

Her 
hobbies 

are

Her best 
friend is

She’s 
interested 

in
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When I 
was 
7....

My 
favourite 

season was 

I was  good 
at

My  
favourite 
food was

I went to 
school in

My 
hobbies 

were

My  best 
friend was

I was  
interested 

in
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When 
I’m 25 

I think ....

my 
favourite 

season will 
(still) be... 

I’ll be good 
at

my  
favourite 
food will 

(still) be....

I’ll 
work/study  

at ....

my hobbies 
will (still) 

be ...

my  best 
friend will 

(still) be ....

I’ll be 
interested 

in ....
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describes objects, animals, people 
and feelings in words, phrases and 
sentences

Spoken 
Production 1 
(OP1)

description; matching, 
labelling, describing 
picture cards and 
pictures

OP1a
OP1b
OP1c
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describes objects, animals, people 
and feelings in words, phrases and 
sentences

Spoken 
Production 1 
(OP1)

description; matching, 
labelling, describing 
picture cards and 
pictures

OP1a
OP1b
OP1c
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Available Designs

Designing

The Redesigned

Resources for Meaning: Available 
Designs of Meaning (Models)

The work performed on or with 
Available Designs in the semiotic 
process (Modelling)

The resources that are produced 
and transformed through Designing

(Creative Production)

Adapted from Cope & Kalantzis, 2000:23

(c) Dr. Claudia Mewald22

Designs of Meaning 1
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learners are given good examples that exemplify what it is they 
are being asked to do 

understand what they need to 

do in order to meet the 

assessment criteria

learners assess exemplar work 

using the assessment criteria/

rating scale 

learners model what is being 

asked for and how it relates 

to the process of assessment

 learners create new designs

(c) Dr. Claudia Mewald23

Designs of Meaning 2
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http://www.sparklebox.co.uk/gallery/gal566-570/gal570.html#.W6E6jM4zapp
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(c) Dr. Claudia Mewald

http://www.coe.int/t/dg4/education/elp/

The European Language Portfolio (ELP) was developed by the 
Language Policy Division of the Council of Europe

 to support the development of learner autonomy, plurilingualism
and intercultural awareness and competence;

 to allow users to record their language learning achievements 
and their experience of learning and using languages.
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(c) Dr. Claudia Mewald
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Dossier
 opportunity to select 
materials to document and 
illustrate achievements or 
experiences

(c) Dr. Claudia Mewald

Components

33
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Source: http://www.ncca.ie/uploadedfiles/Curriculum/inclusion/primary_elp.pdf

Biography
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Source: http://www.ncca.ie/uploadedfiles/Curriculum/inclusion/primary_elp.pdf

Passport
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Source: http://www.ncca.ie/uploadedfiles/Curriculum/inclusion/primary_elp.pdf

Dossier
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Expectations & criteria
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Danke für Ihre Aufmerksamkeit!

Thanks for listening!

claudia.mewald@ph-noe.ac.at


